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This study examines rainfall asymmetries of tropical cyclones (TCs) prior to, during, and after
making landfall in South China and the Southeast United States from 1998 to 2011 based on
TRMM rainfall products. The climatological TC rainfall asymmetries are then linked to various
potential environmental factors. These factors include TC intensity and motion, vertical wind
shear, topography, sea surface temperature (SST), and total precipitable water (TPW). All these
factors are examined in combination, as it is in the realworld. Results show that effects of the deep
vertical wind shear (200–850 hPa) dominate the rainfall asymmetries producing maxima on the
downshear and downshear-left sides. This wind shear effect is still dominant even during TCs
making landfall, or after landfall, or interacting with mountains. The magnitude of the rainfall
asymmetry increases with shear magnitude, but decreases with increasing TC intensity.
Furthermore, the shear effect is less efficient for TCs over relatively cool SST and low TPW oceans
when TCs produce less precipitation. On the other hand, effects of storm motion (producing
rainfall maxima at front quadrants) are not evident in this study, mainly due to opposing vertical
wind shear effects. However, landfalling TCs experience a significant increase in the rainfall
percentage toward the right quadrants relative to the coast, likely due to surface frictional
gradient between land and sea. There is no evident signature of precipitation enhancement over
the windward slope of mountains (400–600 m) in SCHN and SECHN.
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1. Introduction

When a tropical cyclone (TC) makes landfall, strong winds
and storm surge can cause tremendous damage in coastal areas.
However, the most deadly and destructive disaster produced by
landfalling TCs may be inland freshwater flooding (or mudslides
inmountains induced by flash flooding) caused by torrential rain
(Marks and Shay, 1998; Rappaport, 2000; Chien and Kuo, 2011).
eric Sciences, Colorado
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Therefore, correctly predicting the specific areas that will
experience the heaviest rain is extremely important in disaster
mitigation. A fundamental step is to characterize TC precipitation
asymmetries and find the contributing factors (Chan et al., 2004;
Lonfat et al., 2004; Chen et al., 2006). Previous studies showed
that TCs both over oceans andmaking landfall exhibit significant
rainfall (or convective activity) asymmetries (Corbosiero and
Molinari, 2002; Lonfat et al., 2004; Chan et al., 2004; Chen et al.,
2006; Cecil, 2007).

Early observations have generally shown that TCs over the
global ocean have a precipitation maximum ahead (either
front-right or front-left) of the storm center (Burpee and Black,
1989; Rodgers et al., 1994). Recently, based on satellite
composites, it was found that the maximum rainfall is located
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at the front-left quadrant for tropical storms and at the
front-right for hurricanes or typhoons (Lonfat et al., 2004).
Previous studies cited above have emphasized the impor-
tance of surface friction-induced low-level convergence
caused by storm motion. However, more recent studies
indicate that TC precipitation asymmetries are more related
to the vertical wind shear (Corbosiero and Molinari, 2002;
Chen et al., 2006; Ueno, 2007; Cecil, 2007). As shown in
these studies, a maximum of lightning, convective activity,
and rain rate occurs at the downshear and left-of-shear in
the Northern Hemisphere regardless of the storm motion.
The magnitude of rainfall asymmetry increases with the
magnitude of the wind shear, but decreases with storm
intensity. Wind shear effect overwhelms the storm motion
effect on TC rainfall asymmetry, e.g., rainfall maxima is still
located at the downshear or left-of-shear even stormmotion
plays an opposite effect.

As a TC approaches land, surface friction gradient between
land and sea induces a frictional convergence to the right side
of the storm motion in the Northern Hemisphere. This right
side favored feature of landfalling TCs' precipitation has been
shown in many observations and numerical studies (Powell,
1982; Tuleya and Kurihara, 1978). Rainfall maxima on the left
side have also been found in landfalling TCs (Parrish et al.,
1982; Blackwell, 2000). Rainfall maxima in left quadrants
could be caused by frictional effects in recurving TCs moving
northward parallel to the coastline. However, frictional
convergence cannot be the only factor in determining the
rainfall maximum location. Recent studies showed that
rainfall distribution in landfalling TCs could be influenced
bymany other factors such as vertical wind shear (Chan et al.,
2004; Liu et al., 2007), TPW (Jiang et al., 2008a,b; Matyas,
2010), surrounding SST (Cecil, 2007; Jiang et al., 2008a,b),
interaction between TC and baroclinic systems (Atallah et al.,
2007) or between TC and monsoon flows (Chien and Kuo,
2011; Lee et al., 2012), and local topographic effects (Liou et
al., 2012).

The southern China and southeastern United States coasts
have the greatest occurrence of TC landfalls across all TC
basins (Knapp et al., 2010). Although TC rainfall asymmetries
in these basins have been extensively investigated, there are
less studies focusing on landfalling TCs. First of all, previous
studies on the precipitation asymmetries of landfalling TCs
are more case (or multiple case) based (Powell, 1982; Parrish
et al., 1982; Blackwell, 2000; Chan et al., 2004; Liu et al.,
2007; Liou et al., 2012). Therefore, a long-term climatology of
such is very necessary. In short, important issues associated
with TC rainfall asymmetries are still left to answer. For
example, how does the rainfall distribution change during
the life cycle (prior-to, during, and after landfall) of TCs
making landfall? How do rainfall asymmetries of landfalling
TCs respond to a combination of various environmental and
other factors including TC motion and intensity, atmospheric
dynamics and moisture, topography, and SST? Solving these
issues could help to improve TC precipitation forecasts on
land during landfall and could possibly be utilized as
guidance by forecasters. This study is therefore motivated to
investigate rainfall asymmetries of TCs that are close to
landfall using different methodology and data from previous
studies, and correlates rainfall asymmetries to possible
influencing factors.
2. Data and methodology

2.1. Best-track, reanalysis, and precipitation datasets

The International Best Track Archive for Climate Steward-
ship (IBTrACS) (Knapp et al., 2010) is used in this study. The
database collects and combines historical records of TC
information for all TC basins from 25 agencies. As other
best-track databases, the IBTrACS provides the TC center
location, TC intensity, and other important characteristic para-
meters of TCs every 6 h. The European Centre for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasts re-analysis (ERA) Interim reanalysis
data (Dee and Uppala, 2009) are used to calculate the mean
deep environmental vertical wind shear between 200 and
850 hPa and the TPW. SST data are taken from the daily
Reynolds SST analysis (Reynolds et al., 2007).

The precipitation data used in this study are taken from
Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) Multi-satellite
Precipitation Analysis (TMPA) 3B42 precipitation product
version 7 (Huffman et al., 2007). TRMM 3B42 has 3-hourly
temporal resolution and 0.25° by 0.25° spatial resolution,
covering the globe from 50° S to 50° N, available from 1998 to
the present. TRMM 3B42 has been frequently used for TC
rainfall analysis regionally and globally (Shepherd et al., 2007;
Jiang and Zipser, 2010; Prat and Nelson, in press). Based on the
previous studies, TRMM 3B42 rainfall estimates perform
reasonably well over southeast China and Southeast US
(Huffman et al., 2007; Shen et al., 2010; Zhao and Yatagai,
2013), even for TC precipitation (Jiang et al., 2008a,b). The
present TRMM 3B42 data have incorporated gauge data
through PDF (probability density function) matching
(Huffman et al., 2007). Shen et al. (2010) showed that the
gauge-adjustment procedures applied in TRMM 3B42 remove
the large-scale bias almost completely, especially for regions
with dense gauge networks including southeast China. Zhao
and Yatagai (2013) reported that the differences between
TRMM 3B42 product and the gauge analysis of daily precipi-
tation are within ~10% over southeast China. Jiang et al.
(2008a,b) also showed that the TRMM 3B42 (RT) rainfall
estimates have fairly high accuracy compared to radar and
gauge data, during the landfalls of hurricanes Isidore and Lili
over southeast US. For example, the overall bias of TRMM
3B42 (RT) for hurricane Lili is ~0.49 mm day−1. Based on six
heavy TC rainfall events over Louisiana, USA, Habib et al.
(2009) indicated that TRMM 3B42 research products have
fairly low bias (b25%) and high correlation values (0.8) with
relate to gauge and radar observations. The bias of TRMM
3B42 rainfall estimates might comes from uncertainties of
radar attenuation corrections and microwave retrievals
(Huffman et al., 2007). Even though satellite-based rainfall
estimates are subject to uncertainties, rain gauge measure-
ments could also underestimate the true catch in the large
surface wind environment induced by hurricanes. This study
is based on composites of TCs over relatively large boxes
(e.g., 10,000 km by 500 km). These averages can smooth the
data field and lower the uncertainty. A major goal of this
study is to examine the variability of TC rainfall asymmetry
as a function of distance to the coast, i.e., prior to, during, and
after TC landfalling. TRMM 3B42 data are in a good position
to serve this purpose due to its high resolution, full coverage,
and reasonable accuracy.
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2.2. Selection criteria and definitions

In this study, South China and surrounding waters are
divided into the southern part (SCHN; boxes 1–3 in Fig. 1a) and
the eastern part (SECHN; boxes 4–6 in Fig. 1a). As will be
shown later, one group of TCs tracks westward to SCHN while
another group translates northwestward to SECHN after
initiation over the western North Pacific. Similarly, the
Southeast US and adjacent oceans are separated into the
southern part (SUSA; boxes 7–9 in Fig. 1b) and the eastern part
(SEUSA; boxes 10–12 in Fig. 1b). Only TC tracks that finally
made landfall in these regions during 1998–2011 were
selected, except in the SEUSA. Since the population of TCs
directlymaking landfall in the SEUSA is so low (statistically not
significant), non-landfalling TCs are also included (Fig. 1b). This
brings twice more samples for periods of before and near
landfall in SEUSA, as these periods have less than 10 TCs if only
landfalling TCs are considered (Fig. 1b). As mentioned
previously, the goal of this study is to investigate TC rainfall
asymmetries and environment effects before, during, and after
landfall. For this purpose, Chan et al. (2004) and Liu et al.
(2007) examine TC rainfall asymmetry as a function of time
relevant to landfall. However, this study ismore interest in how
rainfall asymmetries change and influenced by environments
as function of distance from landfalling, since TC translation
speed might vary significantly. Therefore, in each geographic
region, three spatial sub-regions are defined for TCs based on
their proximity to the coast as follows: (1) Off-shore— TCs still
Fig. 1. Tracks of tropical cyclones made landfall in 1998–2011 in (a) South China and
over Northwest Atlantic Ocean represent non-landfall TCs. Elevations above 500
different TC stages: offshore (Off-shore), prior-to-landfall (Pre-land), and after-land
far away from the coast (400–700 km), Pre-land— TCs close to
landfall (0–300 km; or 0–400 km for SECHN to include Taiwan
Island), and Aft-land— TCs after landfall (from−200 to 0 km),
respectively (Fig. 1a–b). Six hourly TC snapshots are selected
for each of the spatial sub-regions when TC centers fall into its
area (samples shown in Table 1). TC rainfall is defined as all
TRMM 3B42 precipitation occurring within a 500 km radius
from the TC center (Lonfat et al., 2004; Shepherd et al., 2007;
Jiang and Zipser, 2010). Though this definition might include
some non-TC associated precipitation and exclude some TC
rainfall, it works as an efficient proxy of TC rainfall unless very
small samples are considered (Lonfat et al., 2004; Chen et al.,
2006; Shepherd et al., 2007; Cecil, 2007; Jiang and Zipser, 2010;
Jiang et al., 2011).

In this study, TCs were separated into three categories
based upon their maximum sustained winds (MSW) value as
follows: (1) tropical depressions/storms (TDs/TSs; with
0 kt b MSW b 64 kt); (2) category 1 to 2 hurricanes or
typhoons (CAT12; with 64 kt b MSW b 96 kt); (3) category
3 to 5 hurricanes or typhoons (CAT35; with MSW N 96 kt),
same as definitions by Lonfat et al. (2004) and Chen et al.
(2006). TC translation vectors are calculated from two
sequential 6-hourly TC centers on the track. Vertical wind
shear between 200 and 850 hPa (V200–V850) and TPW is
derived from the ERA-Interim database. The vertical wind
shear is averaged over a 200–800 km annulus around the TC
center (Chen et al., 2006; Cecil, 2007), while TPW is averaged
over the TC area (500 km radius).
(b) Southeast US. Storm intensity is indicated by different colors. Gray tracks
m are indicated by gray contours. Dashed boxes stand for study regions in
fall (Aft-land).



Table 1
Landfalling TC population and six hourly samples in various regions shown
in Fig. 1 during 1998–2011. For SEUSA, non-landfalling (number in bracket)
TCs are included for study. TCs are categorized by intensity at landfall or near
landfall (within 300 km from the coast).

Tropical cyclone population Six hourly samples

Total TS/TD CAT12 CAT35 Off-shore Pre-land Aft-land

SCHN 49 33 12 4 181 166 153
SECHN 42 20 14 8 142 151 100
SUSA 32 22 5 5 112 140 123
SEUSA 39

(19)
25
(12)

11
(6)

3
(1)

189 146 68
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3. Results

3.1. Landfalling TC tracks

During the period from 1998 to 2011, a total of 91 and 52
TCs made landfall in southern China (including SCHN and
SECHN) and in the southeastern US (including SUSA and
SEUSA), respectively (Table 1). From this total there were 38
typhoons in the southern China and 17 hurricanes in the
southeastern US by the time of landfall or near landfall. Most of
the TCs that made landfall on the southern China coast
originated from the warm waters of the western North Pacific
ocean to the east of 130° (Fig. 1a). After developing into tropical
Fig. 2. Distribution of TC daily rainfall averaged in 1998–2011 over (a) SCHN, (b) SE
and mean vertical wind shear (200–850 hPa), respectively. Dashed and dotted lines
Averaged SST and TPW are denoted by red text at the top, while mean rainfall rate
storms or typhoons over the western North Pacific, a group of
TCs (mostly TSs) tracked down west-north-westward, crossed
the Philippines, and made landfall in the SCHN region, while
another group (mostly typhoons) tracked down northwest-
ward, crossed the Taiwan Island, and made landfall in the
SECHN region. It is interesting that major typhoons are more
likely tomove along the northern track (SECHN) than along the
southern one (SCHN). In the western Atlantic basin, some TCs
tracked northwestward and made landfall in the SUSA region
after passing the Gulf of Mexico, while some TCs tracked
northwestward and then made a northeast turn with final
landfall in the SEUSA region (Fig. 1b). A few TCs crossing the
SEUSA coast also originated from the Gulf of Mexico after
making landfall in the SUSA region or Florida Peninsula. It
should be noted that in the SCHN SECHN, and SUSA regions, TC
landfall angles to the coastline are more perpendicular,
whereas the TC landfalls in the SEUS are more parallel to the
coastline. As has been mentioned, the landfalling angle might
impact the precipitation distribution of TCs during and after
landfall.

3.2. Overall TC rainfall asymmetries

Fig. 2 displays the distribution of mean TC daily rainfall
amount in SCHN, SECHN, SUSA, and SEUSA. TCs in the
northwest Pacific basin (SCHN and SECHN; Fig. 2a–b) produce
CHN, (c) SUSA, and (d) SEUSA. Black and white arrows represent TC motion
crossing the storm center are parallel and normal to the coast, respectively.

s at the bottom.

image of Fig.�2
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heavier precipitation and a larger rainfall area than those in the
Atlantic basin (SUSA and SEUSA; Fig. 2c–d). This ismainly due to
warmer waters (SST) and more TPW in the former region than
the latter. All the regions show clear TC rainfall asymmetries. The
most evident feature is that all regions have TC rainfall maxima
located downshear (front quadrants) or downshear-left (front
left quadrant) of vertical wind shear (Fig. 2 and Table 2).
Although the rain ratemagnitudes are greatest in the inner core,
the magnitude of the asymmetry increases with distance
(Table 2). Here, the asymmetry magnitude is simply defined as
the ratio between precipitation rates in the favored quadrants
and in the unfavored quadrants followed Cecil (2007). For
example, the rainfall asymmetry magnitude under the high
wind shear condition (e.g., SCHN, SUSA, and SEUSA; Fig. 2a,c, and
d) is about 1.5 in the innermost 100 km, and increases to 2.0 and
3.0 at the radii of 200 and 300 km, respectively (Table 2). On the
other hand, TC precipitation rates are slightly less asymmetric
under the low shear environment (e.g., SECHN; Fig. 2b and
Table 2). These general findings are consistent to previous case
studies and satellite composites (Corbosiero andMolinari, 2002;
Chan et al., 2004; Chen et al., 2006; Cecil, 2007). Numerical
studies have shown certain mechanisms that make the
downshear and downshear-left regions favored for upward
motion and enhanced precipitation (Frank and Ritchie, 1999,
2001; Rogers et al., 2003; Ueno, 2007). These mechanisms
involve downshear tilt of the TC vortex, secondary circulation
(upwardmotion on the downtilt) due to vortex balance, vertical
motion asymmetry produced by potential temperature anoma-
lies, water vapor asymmetry due to vertical motion asymmetry,
and cyclonic advection from the downshear region. In addition,
the upward motion asymmetry is positively related to the
magnitude of the vertical shear and intensity of the vortex
(Ueno, 2007).

Certain studies demonstrated that storm motion effects on
TC rainfall asymmetries (precipitation maxima ahead of the
storm center) are quite substantial (Burpee and Black, 1989;
Rodgers et al., 1994; Lonfat et al., 2004). However, in this study,
three out of the four regions do not show TC rainfall maxima in
the front quadrants of TCmotion (black arrow; Fig. 2). Although
SEUSA TCs displays front-maximum asymmetry (Fig. 2d), their
front quadrants favored by storm motion actually overlap with
the downshear-left quadrants favored bywind shear. Chen et al.
(2006) and Ueno (2007) found that the downshear-left
quadrant favored rainfall maxima are still evident even when
storm motion is in the opposite direction or right of shear.
Similarly, Corbosiero and Molinari (2002) showed that storm
motion effects are secondary to that of wind shear in
Table 2
Direction (relative to wind shear) and magnitude of TC rainfall asymmetry
as a function of distance from the TC center. Asymmetry direction is defined
as the maximum precipitation quadrant (QUA) relative to wind shear, while
asymmetry magnitude (MAG) is defined as the ratio of quadrant-averaged
maximum and minimum precipitation. Quadrants include front-right (FR),
front-left (FL), rear-right (RR), and rear-left (RL).

Region 0–100 km 100–200 km 200–300 km 300–400 km

QUA MAG QUA MAG QUA MAG QUA MAG

SCHN FL 1.94 FL 2.79 FL 3.00 FL 3.01
SECHN FR 1.39 FR 1.88 FR 2.11 FR 2.59
SUSA FL 1.64 FL 2.11 FL 3.13 FL 4.68
SEUSA FL 1.46 FL 1.82 FL 3.51 FL 5.53
determining the asymmetric distribution of lightning flashes.
The explanation is that stormmotion-produced vertical motion
asymmetries at the top of the boundary layer do not initiate
deep convection if wind shear-induced circulations oppose
them. In practice, storm motion itself should have an internal
relationship with vertical wind shear. Ueno (2007) reported
that TC motion in the western North Pacific tends to favor the
right of the wind shear in the low-latitudes, whereas it favors
the left of the wind shear in mid-latitudes.

3.3. TC rainfall asymmetry as a function of distance from the
coast

Fig. 3 shows the TC rainfall distribution (in percentage of
mean rainfall) as a function of distance of TCs from coast
(Off-shore, Pre-land, Aft-land). In general, TCs prior to, during,
and after landfall all display similar rainfall distribution. That is,
most TCs have maximum rainfall located in the downshear (or
downshear-left) quadrants. In other words, wind shear effects
(see discussions in Section 3.2) dominate the rainfall distribution
for the whole life cycle of landfalling TCs. Over the open oceans
(Fig. 3a–d), TCs have far more rainfall in the downshear side
(Fig. 3a–c), except for TCs in SEUSA (Fig. 3d). In SECHN (Fig. 3b),
while the shear magnitude is relatively weak (b5 m s−1), TC
rainfall still favors the downshear quadrants. In contrast, TCs
before landfalling in SEUSA are less asymmetric (asymmetries
mainly in themost outer and light rain region), though the shear
magnitude is substantial (7–10 m s−1). It should be noted that
SEUSA has relatively cool SST and small TPW and therefore
limited rainfall area.

As TCs translate from the open ocean (Off-shore, Fig. 3a–d),
approach the coast (Pre-land, Fig. 3e–h), and finally make
landfall (Aft-land, Fig. 3i–l), the rainfall distribution experi-
ences some noticeable changes. In SCHN and SECHN, TC rainfall
percentage on the right side (relative to the coast) of the TC
increases gradually in the outer rainband region (10–20%). The
TC rainfall percentage in coastal regions to the right of TC
center increases by more than 30% after the TC makes landfall.
This indicates that the surface frictional convergence between
the land and ocean plays some role in the rainfall enhancement
in landfalling TCs (Powell, 1982; Blackwell, 2000; Chan et al.,
2004). In the SUSA region, TC rainfall experiences a negligible
rainfall (percentage) enhancement on the right side during the
course of approaching the coast and making landfall. This can
be explained by the fact that the right side of the TC motion in
SUSA happens to be the downshear area where wind shear
effect dominates the precipitation enhancement. In contrast,
SEUSA TCs have an evident increase of rainfall percentage on
the front-left quadrant of storm motion (but still right side
relative to the coast) when TCs are close to landfall. The
explanation is that TCs close to landfall in SEUSA recurve
northward and graze the coast or make landfall on the left
quadrants where friction gradient between the land and sea is
present (Fig. 1b). In addition, the interaction between TCs and
midlatitude systems also lead to precipitation maxima on the
left of the track (Atallah et al., 2007). In many TCs that make
landfall on the east coast of the US (especially north of North
Carolina), the heaviest rains are found to the left (Atallah et al.,
2007). Hurricane Sandy (2012) is such an example.

In mountainous coasts, topography could be a major
factor that enhances TC rainfall due to the uplifting of TC



Fig. 3. Rainfall (in percentage of mean rainfall) distribution within 500 km radius of TCs at different stages of landfalling: (a)–(d): far away from coast (Off-shore),
(e)–(h): prior to landfall (Pre-land), and (i)–(l): after-landfall (Aft-land). Thick dashed line is the approximate location of the coast.
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flowswhen impinging onmountains (Chien andKuo, 2011; Liou
et al., 2012). In this study, TC rainfall enhancement by relatively
low mountains (400–600 m) in SCHN and SECHN coasts is not
evident when TCs made landfall and penetrated these moun-
tains. Based on radar observations, Chan et al. (2004) pointed
out that although bursts of convective cells can be seen in the
vicinity of some isolated elevated locations in south China, the
contribution of these terrains to the convective asymmetries
(which are of the order of 100 km) were relatively small. Even
though there is no signature of precipitation enhancement over
thewindward slopes in SCHN and SECHN, the topographymight
influence the TC rainfall through modifying the vertical wind
shear. For example, low-level winds would be reduced when
prevailing winds (e.g., southwesterlies) are approaching moun-
tains over SCHN. This helps to enhance the northeasterly wind
shear over this region, as the low-level southwesterly winds
decrease. However, steep mountains in Taiwan (inside SECHN
region) could cause major rainfall asymmetries. Pre-landfall TCs
in SECHN (Fig. 3f and j) show clear rainfall maxima on the
southern (also downshear) quadrants. These rainfall maxima
might not be caused by thewind shear effect, as the shear is very
weak (2–3 m s−1). Instead, they are more likely caused by
orographic lifting through TC flows impinging on steep
mountains in central Taiwan, as most TCs in SECHN track near
or over Taiwan. In many cases (40–50%), TCs cross Taiwan from
the east and track down northwestward leading westerly flows
in the southwest quadrant to impinge on thewest side of central
Taiwan mountains.

In this study, SST and TPW factors show a great influence
on the extent and intensity of TC rainfall (Fig. 2), and slight
impact on the TC rainfall asymmetry amplitude. In the
warmer SST and larger TPW environment, wind shear effect
on rainfall asymmetry tends to be more pronounced. For
example, offshore TCs in SCHN, SECHN, and SUSA regions
display a much greater magnitude of rainfall asymmetry,
even under similar or smaller wind shear, than SEUSA where
condition is cool and dry (Fig. 3a–d). Further study is needed
to examine whether the dramatic rainfall asymmetry under
weak shear environment is due to asymmetric distribution of
SST and/or moisture field within the TC. On the other hand,

image of Fig.�3
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the interaction of TC outer circulation with the southwesterly
flows might partially contribute to the rainfall maxima in the
southern quadrants of TCs in western North Pacific. For
example, Lee et al. (2012) reported that 22% typhoons in the
western North Pacific are observed with long-lasting intense
mesoscale convective systems (mainly in the southwest quad-
rant) due to the convergence between TC circulation and
southwesterly low-level jets. Furthermore, this monsoon-TC
interaction is a key factor in producing unexpected heavy
precipitation by TC (e.g., Typhoon Marakot brought 1000–
3000 mm to southern Taiwan in 4 days) (Chien and Kuo, 2011).

3.4. TC rainfall asymmetry as a function of TC intensity

This section analyzes TC rainfall distribution as a function of
TC intensity (Fig. 4). TCs are limited to prior-to landfall
(100–600 km from the coast), as most TCs degrade to tropical
storms after landfall. In general, rainfall intensity increases as TC
intensity increases due to the stronger circulation and dynamics
in more intense TCs. However, the magnitude of TC rainfall
Fig. 4. Rainfall (in percentage of mean rainfall) distribution within 500 km radius of
by storm intensities (a)–(d): tropical storm or depression (TS/TD), (e)–(h): catego
asymmetry decreaseswith increasing TC intensity. For example,
CAT35 TCs have nearly symmetric rainfall distributions, and
tropical storms show the most pronounced rainfall maxima in
the downshear direction (Fig. 4a and b), while CAT12 TCs have a
modest asymmetry. These results are consistent with previous
studies based on satellite composites of TCs over global oceans
(Chen et al., 2006; Cecil, 2007; Wingo and Cecil, 2010). The
differences between asymmetry amplitude among the various
intensity groups might be mainly due to the different primary
circulation strength of the TC vortex. Tropical storms have a
weaker and less organized (or less axisymmetric) circulation
than CAT12 and CAT35 storms (Marks and Houze, 1987;
Croxford and Barnes, 2002). In this case, the wind shear-
induced asymmetric vertical motion is more substantial com-
pared with the mean TC circulation. As a result, the deep
convective activities on the downshear are more evident when
they are initiated and enhanced by the asymmetric vertical
motion. As the storm intensity increases, the primary circulation
becomes stronger and more symmetric, and deep convection
should bemore symmetrically distributed around storm center.
TCs prior to landfall (100–600 km from coast) in specific regions categorized
ry one to two (CAT12), and (i)–(l): category three to five (CAT35).

image of Fig.�4
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Of course, the relationship between vertical wind shear
magnitude and TC intensity should also be considered. Strong
TCs are usually located in a low shear environment because
they wouldn't have been able to intensify into a strong
hurricane under high shear conditions. For example, CAT35
TCs in this study are under the weakest wind shear environ-
ment, especially for SCHN and SECHN where CAT35 TCs are
under the shear of less than 3 m s−1 (Fig. 4i–j). There is no
doubt that the shear effect is negligible under this situation.
However, major hurricanes (CAT35) in SUSA experience
substantial vertical wind shear (7–8 m s−1) but not any
significant rainfall asymmetry. In this case, the strong and
symmetric TC circulation might be the key factor to symmet-
rically distribute rainfall. For TCs in TS/TD and CAT12 category,
the wind shear factor predominantly determines the maxi-
mum rainfall location.

4. Conclusions

This study examines landfalling TCs in South China and the
Southeast US on the aspect of long-term (14-yr) averaged
rainfall distribution as a function of TC distance from the coast,
TC intensity, and other parameters such as SS and TPW. Statistics
from this study are generally consistent with previous studies.
This study further reveals that (1) the vertical wind shear
(200–850 hPa) is a dominant factor in determining rainfall
asymmetries (maxima on the downshear and downshear-left)
even during landfalling or after-landfall periods, (2) the mag-
nitude of the rainfall asymmetry decreases with increasing
TC intensity even under substantial wind shear conditions,
(3) effects of storm motion are not observed when vertical
wind shear effects oppose them, (4) TCs close to landfall
experience significant increase in the rainfall percentage
toward the right quadrants relative to the coast, due to
surface frictional gradient between land and sea (5) TC
rainfall enhancement is only evident for TCs moving close to
steep mountains (e.g., Taiwan), whereas low elevation
mountains on the coast shows not any clear effects, and (6)
the shear effect on rainfall asymmetry is more pronounced
under the high SST and TPW environment than it is under
the relatively cool SST and dry condition.
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